Village of Shawnee Hills Council

November 28, 2016

Mayor Monahan called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.
Council in Attendance: James Gauldin, Douglas Gil, Dan Mathews, Mike McVan
and Josh Vidor
Absent: Mahesh Dalvi and Brian Zets
Also Present: Fiscal Officer Shirley Roskoski and Administrator Steve DeBolt
Minutes
It was moved by Gauldin, seconded by Mathews to approve the minutes from
November 14, 2016 with the following amendments: on page six remove the word
bot. Also on page six add the name Jason Sherman as one of the Scout leaders. On
page eight change the word pint to point. Following vote on the motion is recorded:
yea, 5; Gauldin, Mathews, McVan and Vidor. Nay, none. Abstain, one; Gil. Chair
declared the motion passed by a 5-0 vote.
Agenda
It was moved by McVan, seconded by Mathews to approve the agenda. Following
vote on the motion is recorded: yea, 5; Gauldin, Gil, Mathews, McVan and Vidor.
Nay, none. Chair declared the motion passed by a 5-0 vote.
Village Administrator
Steve DeBolt gave the following report:


Strawser paving completed all of the additional paving work we requested in the
Village last week. Three more street corners were paved including one that was
delayed due to a shallow utility line that needed repaired. The final invoice of
$163,866 is being reviewed for payment.



The first draft of the new Village website with Hadrout Design was
approved which allowed the general design boiler plate to be submitted for
production. We can still add and make revisions to all text.



All of the residential properties across from the PD on Reindeer Dr. have
submitted acceptable drainage plans, been approved and construction has started.



There was a power outage in the Village last week which caused the back-up
generators to kick in at VH and the PD. The automated notification system from
the pump house was also activated prompting a call to me. The backup system
kicked in and there were no problems but John Kincaid was also notified.



Still working on a mailing list to attract targeted business to the Village and
Economic incentive package.



Mark and Richard are working on changing out the Village seasonal banners.

Police Chief Report
Chief Baron gave the following report:
My four year old daughter picked out my Grinch tie and asked me to wear it today.
We’ve had a wild ride over the last thirty days as a police department. We’ve seen a
lot of things that we have not seen in a long time, crime wise. I am going to hit today
on the OSU incident.
Watching the tragic incident on OSU’s Campus makes me very proud to be part of
the Central Ohio Law Enforcement community. The students were well trained and
immediately took action to protect them from harm. OSU PD responded swiftly and
eliminated the threat within one minute. This was not a coincidence; we train for the
ugliest of situations and pray they never happen. Recent events in our country have
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strengthened partnerships between law enforcement agencies as we have seen here in
Delaware County as well. Our agency works constantly with our partners to ensure
the safety of our residents and those that visit our community and surrounding
venues. The Zoo being one of the main things we work with.
We have seen an increase in more serious offenses lately. Earlier this month we had
an individual flee from a vehicle we stopped for speed. After investigating the
situation we found that he did not have permission to have the vehicle. He was
located and charged with a stolen vehicle.
Lab results are pending but a preliminary investigation shows that we seized heroin
and fentanyl out of one of our residences while we were there on an unrelated matter.
Wednesday, one of our officers was pushed and jumped on by a 22 year old male
while he was investigating a theft at one of our local bars.
We have had a number of OVI arrest as of late, the majority of them are drugged
driving offenses. These are more difficult to detect and they are costly to investigate.
Saturday we had an incident where a dangerous wanted felon ran from our officers
on a traffic stop and within moments we had Dublin PD, Powell PD, Delaware
County and the Columbus Helicopter. The suspect was taken into custody down off
of Hard Road and is in Delaware County Jail with new charges from the incident.
I wanted to share this with the community and council as we tend to highlight all of
the good things we are involved in but rarely share the bad. I am proud of our
officers and how they handled these situations.
We attend every month DCLEE (Delaware County Law Enforcement Executives) a
meeting of all the Police Chiefs in Delaware County. We work hard to bring
services, bring training and do what we can to share our services. DCCJ (Delaware
County Criminal Justice Association) is the same group of people plus their juniors
and we all get together and work on the same goals.
There are some plans that were composed and passed by the EMA Executive Board
that is probably going to up the amount of money that we pay to EMA. It’s been
stagnant since the nineties. It’s not a huge rise It’s going to be population based.
There’s more to come on that.
Lieutenant Cullen attended the Drug Free Delaware meeting. That’s where we got
our drug free drop box and we are second place in Delaware County right now on
our prescription drops. We are over 150 pounds of pills this year and we still have
thirty days to go and it is full right now.
We are looking forward to the holiday events in the village. We have officers
participating in Shop with a Cop which is a County wide initiative to take
underprivileged children or children that have had some tragedy throughout the year
and give them a Christmas.
I worked with Larry on the permit for the Chamber hayrides this weekend.
Chief Baron said the Zoo traffic issues, as everyone knows, on the 18th we had
horrible traffic throughout the village. I took a screenshot on my phone of all the
traffic in the area and you can see that the entire northwest corner of Columbus is
bright red. We weren’t the only ones to experience this. I think a lot of it was due to
a traffic crash on Riverside and an injury crash on Sawmill at 270 and also an injury
crash on 270 which botched the whole northwest side out. I included two pictures of
Shawnee Trail and Glick Road along with our mitigation plan. This worked. We had
a couple of people that were angry with us for closing off Shawnee Trail but it
worked.
We swore in Kyle Douglas an officer. We did take on an intern starting in January.
She is a Columbus State Community College criminal justice major. Her name is
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Samantha and she does not know if she wants to go into law enforcement or what
she really wants to do. We will have her work with Erik for a little bit.
We met with a candidate today and gave her a conditional offer of employment
depending on successful completion of the CVSA and polygraph and psychological
exam. Her name is Linda Getz and she comes from the State Fire Marshal’s office. If
she does successfully complete that this will be highest number of female officers we
have ever had.
The delivery of the new cruiser has been pushed back to the middle of December. It
was supposed to be December 5th. It has been pushed back to the 19th. It is not going
to affect our operations. We are able to keep 51 until we actually physically have the
entire car delivered to us.
Visitors
Mark Skaggs with Volunteer Energy Services was present to talk about the Village’s
natural gas aggregation program. He said we are a natural gas supplier and we are
located in Pickerington Ohio which is about 45 minutes south of here. We have
entered into an agreement with the Village of Shawnee Hills to help provide some
natural gas savings for the residences. The village has opted to go with the
guaranteed savings program which I quite honestly think is the best program to go
with because we will never be above the cost of the standard choice offer from
Columbia Gas of Ohio. It is seven percent off of the SCO adder. Basically what it
means is Columbia Gas of Ohio is at 9 megs plus $1.43. Whatever the year MERC
dollar exchange closes at plus $1.43 is what the standard choice offer is for
Columbia Gas of Ohio. Now with the seven percent off the adder it’s going to be 9
megs plus $1.3299 you might as well say $1.33 so it is ten cents less for every mcf
you burn through Volunteer Energy Services. This is not going to save the farm,
that’s not huge money but you are going to save money for every mcf you burn. You
are already flowing gas with another supplier whether you know it or not. Columbia
Gas of Ohio got out of supplying the actual physical fuel sometime back. Every
February they go out and auction off the supply and then they come up with the
standard choice offer which begins April first and goes to the end of March. No
matter what that is for the coming year it is still going to be seven percent off
whatever the adder is. We know what it is now but I don’t know what the new rate is
for the coming year but it will be seven percent off of that. That’s what is nice. You
will never have to, as far as Council; you will never have to explain to someone why
we are more expensive because it will never happen because we are always going to
be below that and save money that way. The program works. We send the
information form in to Columbia Gas for the village. There are 190 households that
are open to this. That probably means that someone has already made a choice to go
with someone else. We can’t circumvent that but if they do decide when they want to
join all it takes is a phone call and we can get it going. This is an opt out program.
On the ninth of December there are going to be opt out letters sent out and they have
the choice of opting out and of course if they join they don’t have to stay even if they
join. There is no entrance or exit fee whatsoever being attached with us. You are
going to save money.
Mark said again the letters are going out on the ninth and I am sure you are going to
get phone calls, direct them to us. I will gladly go through all of that with them.
Nothing changes on the bill other than the cost of it. If they have a budget plan set up
with Columbia Gas of Ohio that stays in place. You will not get a separate bill from
us, it’s a consolidated bill and will still come from Columbia Gas of Ohio.
Council member Vidor asked if there was going to be any additional line, generation,
service, maintenance, any bottom line change at all.
Mark said none whatsoever. That’s the whole beauty of that. Columbia Gas could
never make money off the sale of the physical commodity. That’s why they got out
of the business of doing that. They make all their money on the other half of the bill
which is the pipeline charges and so forth.
Carol Kender said I have two things. One is the Shawnee Hills Chamber of
Commerce is doing the hay wagon rides as I discussed a couple of meetings ago.
They will originate from in front of the police station on December 4 th between 2 and
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5 pm. We are going to have to have two wagons one going east through the village
and one will go west. What we are hoping that people who live on these routes,
especially Westview and Shawnee Trail will put out some Christmas decorations so
it will look festive. The hay wagons are being pulled by tractors donated by JD
Equipment. I would like to recognize them for their contribution. I still need
volunteers to help us. We have our tractor drivers; I need a reindeer, a snow man and
a gingerbread man and elves. We have all the costumes.
Mayor Monahan said he wondered if the Boy Scouts could earn some kind of badge
for volunteering for this.
Carol said now this is something completely off the cuff and it’s different. I am on
the Delaware County Tourist Board and as a check signer. The tourist board is
changing banks. We are going to Richland Bank which is located in Delaware right
now but they are looking for another outlet. I told him that we had a bank building in
Shawnee Hills that was not occupied. I think this would be a good opportunity to
contact them, if we can get the guy who owns the building to contact them that
would be great.
Taylor Greely from Rumpke Waste and Recycling said that Rumpke wants to stay
serving Shawnee Hills. We have about 265 residences that we serve in the village.
Seventy five of them actually participate in the recycling program. On the streets we
have about forty carts in the village. A couple of months ago we heard that you were
looking at joining a mandatory contract which would essentially roll out a certain
service to all residents. That prompted Rumpke to look at our customer base and see
what we could offer you. One of the main reasons that I heard was the lower cost, the
cost savings. We have been working with you and I feel that we have done a very
good job and I am hoping to make your decision pretty simple and easy tonight.
Currently if you enroll in trash service with Rumpke a new customer will pay $24.31
a month starting off. We are bumping that down for everyone for a base rate of
$16.89 a month and there is a fuel surcharge on either of those. Over the past year
you would be looking at an eight percent fuel charge on top of that rate. It seems
like you are trying to achieve a couple of goals. One is providing a quality service to
Shawnee Hills’ residents, regardless of what that service is, and the second is a cost
savings. That is what I am bringing you this evening. I can read through more of the
specifics of the proposal if you would like me to do that.
Mayor Monahan said I think everybody has that and the one thing I think is the fuel
surcharge is like the proverbial pin in the eye. When it comes down to it I just think
these people have questions. I will say the Rumpke has always provided great
service. The parity is going to be, since council has to consider what’s good on the
residents side with input and I think what we need to do and it’s a little awkward but
to say what’s the pleasure of people to do that. When you start to add up the
additional charges, the recycle bin is something that they had thrown in, and I think
the other thing is are you talking a two year fix or a three year fix type of things.
Taylor said to address the recycling; there are two types of recycling containers at
one cost through Rumpke. There is the large 65 gallon rolling cart and the 18 gallon
bin and we have also included that cart in the cost of the service. What we are
proposing is a $16.89 per month base rate for trash only. If you would wish to add
recycling service to that it would be an additional $1.99. That would come with a
cart but you could opt for a bin if you wanted. In addition what this allows you to do
is choose your trash service provider. While we do serve many of the residents in
Shawnee Hills and we are thankful to be able to do that, we don’t believe it is the
best thing to kick out another company. We believe in free competition. We are
family owned and operated company and that is how we have made our way. Free
competition is a good thing. If you ever want to switch providers go for it.
Something else that we have allowed you to do is we have provided you with options
so if you do not want recycling service you do not have to use it. What we are doing
is provide you with the largest freedom of choice and making sure that other
companies can stay in business.
Something that you spoke to was the rate, are we going to bump it back up
tomorrow, when can we put it into place. We can implement the rate as of January
first. Because you pay ahead of time, several months in advance, you will see that
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credit back on your following bill. To speak to how long we can hold this rate we
can lock that in for two to three years so we would be able to say this will be your
rate for two to three years at which point we would need to evaluate the climate. We
don’t know if another company is going to come in.
Mayor Monahan asked are we going to get that in writing.
Taylor said I see no issue with that. Something that I did look into is it would not be
a formal contract.
Council member Vidor said since Republic isn’t here to give both sides, the extra
fees, if somebody wants recycling and wants a 95 gallon bin they have to pay the
surcharge whether we like it or not if it’s with Rumpke. You add that up it’s an extra
eight or nine dollars a month on top of your $16.89. So while the base price is the
same as Republic it’s about 53% more expensive end of day for choice, Republic or
Rumpke, so I realize the choice factor is nice but there’s only one service in here
right now, that’s Rumpke. I don’t believe Flower is here anymore. Council member
Mathews said Rumpke bought Flower. Council member Vidor said we only have one
choice here realistically because no one is going to come in and service one person.
You really don’t get that choice because the bulk right now is with Rumpke so there
isn’t really a lot of choice involved. What we have to choose kind of determines it
one way or another. How do we justify a much larger price if you want to recycle,
granted the bin is free but the service isn’t. The surcharge that you are applying but
Republic does not, if you want a rolling bin 95 gallon it’s free from Republic, not
from Rumpke. How do you justify that difference?
Taylor said the reason that Republic is able to offer a lower rate than Rumpke is
because their company is structured different and also because they have a large
percentage of the business in the area. They have another municipal contract with
thousands of customers. Residents are happy with our service. We have been in
Shawnee Hills for years and everyone that has come up to me has said that they
really like the quality of our service and in addition it is not an increase in the rate.
Every resident is looking at a minimum of over a $7.50 decrease in their rate.
Council member Vidor said but it is more expensive than if we choose to not go with
Republic. It’s going to cost roughly fifty percent more if we choose to scratch the
Republic contract and continue going with Rumpke because of the containers and the
recycling and the fuel surcharge. While either option is better than we have now we
are trying to offer residents the best offer possible. Is there any chance that you can
offer identical to Republic and just make it to where it’s not us choosing to have the
residents pay more.
Taylor said here’s the difference between what we are offering and Republic. It’s a
contract so with Republic you are basically removing any choice that residents have
which as I mentioned before only seventy five residents have the recycling.
Council member Vidor said don’t you think more would recycle if there was no
charge.
Taylor said you probably will get more when it’s $1.99 so that is why I see this as a
good step to take to allow residents to open themselves to recycling without the
disadvantages of a municipal contract but back to the original point. Rumpke is
offering a different price because we are not offering the price as part of a contract.
We are basically saying that we don’t know if another company is going to come in
and get fifty percent of our business. That’s a huge risk as a company when we are
decreasing our rate this far. In addition there is really no transition, it’s almost like
one of those things, why not try it, and you may have reasons and I am open to
hearing those. There is very little transition; you inform residents that they are going
to see a $7.50 decrease in their rate if not more, if they have recycling it’s going to
be even further. If they have a cart it will be even more than that. You offer them a
recycling cart and the opportunity to have recycling service and then if they ever
want to they can always switch.
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Taylor said they have a senior discount which is ten percent for 65 and older. You
have to call in and request it. They also offer a handicap service.
Carol Kender said I want to pick up on what Josh just said her. I am a big recycler
and I don’t recycle as much as I could because you took the recycling bins away
from up here and I have to go over to Liberty High School and that is out of my way.
Shirley said they are not at the high school anymore. Carol said I think you could
win a lot of points here if you just threw in the cost of the recycling instead of having
the extra charge for it.
Taylor said we were asked to break down what each service would cost if residents
wanted an option so that it would allow residents to opt in to a service and wouldn’t
force them to have a particular service. If the village would prefer that residents have
simply an option with Rumpke, the $16.89, so it would be the $18.89 and it comes
with a recycling container, a cart and weekly service right there you are getting
double the service that you would be getting with Republic. You would not be
obliging yourself to any company moving forward. It is guaranteed quality service.
Every resident that has spoken up as well as every member of council has said that
they are extremely happy with the driver and that’s the kind of service that we aim to
provide. As I mentioned before you are supporting a family owned and operated
company and that means something more to different people than others but it’s
certainly a consideration. We have over 300 employees at our Columbus location.
We own and operate the only recycling facility in the area and it’s the only company
that I have ever been with fulltime and I quite frankly don’t think I could ever leave.
Mayor Monahan said I think Council has in front of them a third reading and a vote
to go with Republic. He asked Council if they wanted to table that at this time and
give Taylor time to come back with a final offer. If this is the final offer than I don’t
think tabling this is necessary.
Steve said that Republic’s recycling will be weekly, not bi-weekly.
Shirley said that she usually only has one bag of trash each week for pickup but does
recycle almost everything and does not pay the additional cost through Rumpke for
recycling as she feels that there should not be an additional charge for this as she
does not have much trash.
Taylor said we have a recycling facility in the area so when you consider what it
takes to collect trash and recycling, it might be the same amount to do the actual
collection with the truck however after the fact the trash truck has to drive to the
landfill and there they pay almost $43.00 a ton to dispose of the trash and then they
have to drive back to our location so it depends on the proximity of the customer to
the landfill to our site as well as the high tipping fees of the landfill. When we take
recycling, what happens is the truck transports it to the Rumpke recycling facility.
At that point when you incorporate what it takes to process it, the labor involved, the
cost is much lower on top of that we sell the recyclables so that lowers the cost even
further.
Council member McVan said they have had three chances to give us their best offer
and it is still not as good as Republics first offer was. On top of that without
Republic coming in and giving us any offer I don’t think Rumpke was ready to call
our residents and say hey we are going to lower your bill by seven dollars a month
until they heard Republic was here. We have to do what is best for the people in the
village and yes their service is good but if you are still going to pay a higher rate then
you are still going to pay quite a bit more than what we have on the table in front of
us.
Taylor said I can speak to that. There is nothing in our system that would prompt us
to know how much Rumpke service is in the area unless it was called to our attention
through a process like this. We have thousands upon thousands of customers and it is
impossible to segregate them based on the Village of Shawnee Hills residential
restrictions. Some of them are in our system listed as Powell and some are listed as
Shawnee Hills.
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Council member Vidor said so once you were aware of it and give us your first offer
it wasn’t nearly what it is now so as to what Mike is saying there’s been stages, even
after you were aware of what we had and what we are working with, you’ve gone
down. I think Mike’s point is you are still not matching Republics offer, you are just
going down towards it in an effort to get close to it or the closest you can but it still
is not matching Republics offer.
Taylor said that is why I want to redirect you all to your goals. If your goal is to get
an apple to apples offer than go to bid. Rumpke cannot offer the same rate with none
of the benefits of a contract so if your goals are to ensure that there is quality service
and to also have a cost savings to the residents then this does achieve your goals. If
your goal is to minimize the cost and provide a quality service than Rumpke is happy
to offer a competitive bid if you give us the opportunity and with the kind of service
density in the area that we have we can be extremely competitive on that.
Council member Mathews said if you simplify this, Republic is a bigger company
and it is like buying toilet paper at Giant Eagle or toilet paper at Sam’s Club. If you
buy it in bulk and Republic is the bigger company they can offer the lower rate.
Council member Vidor said if we give you a three year contract can you match
Republic’s offer. Taylor said I can’t make that decision but I think there is definitely
a chance to.
Council member McVan said this goes back to a month ago. We have had three
meetings now and you have had every chance to match them and it hasn’t happened
yet that’s the problem I guess. It feels like you are fishing to try to still charge as
much as you can without losing the business.
Taylor said what we are trying to understand is everything that you want. Council
member McVan said we told you that in the very first meeting that we had. The
biggest was the cost that was the first thing we told you. Council member Vidor said
we are trying to save the residents money.
Mayor Monahan said would two more weeks hurt and we have had back and forth,
look at this look at that and I would say to your point if I owned a company I would
be asking you to work for me because of your tenacity and the fact that you are in
here and that’s a compliment to you. You have done a wonderful job but my
question is is it worth two more weeks just to wait and see if you can match it and
match it on a three year contract.
Taylor said she would appreciate another couple of weeks for us to work with you.
Some of the back and forth, I know it feels like Rumpke is just offering and trying to
come lower but it’s been a negotiation as to what you are looking for. If we know
that you are looking for a contract then something I definitely would want to do is
look into the legality of being able to just enter into one without a bidding process
because I did bring it up earlier today. We would offer a competitive bid.
Mayor Monahan said I do want to wrap this up but what I would say is I don’t think
two more weeks would hurt but that will have to be a council decision but it needs to
be decided at the meeting on the 12th.
Communications
Mayor Monahan gave the following report:
This is more of a Committee Report but since Dan was out of town for the
Thanksgiving Holiday Planning and Zoning met on Tues 11-22 and we receive a
preliminary presentation from Jeff P from the Bogey. This was to determine our
interest in a development he would like to do on the Priestino property just North of
Strader’s. The potential development included retail spaces, business housing and
high end storage in the 2nd bldg. behind front structure. It also included storage
(climate controlled) in the 3rd and 4th bldg. (behind).
Considering the desirability of the front bldg. and time that 5 acres has sat idle
Planning and Zoning voted unanimously that Jeff move forward to apply for the
zoning change according to our Code. This will require a zoning change that must
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meet certain notification standards and ultimately be brought before Council for
vote.
I ask Dan when he attends the next Chamber mtg. if the Chamber will work with us
to get the businesses to show Shawnee Hills in their addressing and any advertising.
This is key in branding our Village.
I received a notice today. There is a Career Fair on December 6th from 11pm to 2pm
at the Crown Plaza Columbus North in Worthington. Meet face to face with some of
the best employers in the greater Columbus area.
Mayor’s Report
Mayor Monahan gave the following report:
As a reminder, the Tree lighting will be this coming Sunday evening at 6PM in our
Memorial park. It is a fun Community event and hope all attend.
We still need a group to lead the singing. In the past we have had the Cub Scouts, a
group from Dublin Jerome High School and the Columbus Choir Sweet Adeline’s.
If someone can lead and provide copies of the songs, we can make copies for our
participants. PLEASE let me know if you have a group to lead the singing!
Just to confirm this week we will have:
 The truck ready for snow and ice
 Tree lights installed
 Winter banners up
Committee Reports
Council member Gauldin said that Finance Committee met tonight and we reviewed
the year end numbers and everything looks actually pretty good given the fact that
we were losing such a strong company from the area. We also got a fairly good
understating on the estimated carry over for this year. We looked over the police
budget and what was going on with their payroll. We also reviewed health care
adjustments, which we do every year. We all know health care changes every year
and it does not change in our favor. It is always a big concern to us on how to
balance that and to also be able to offer that to keep the employees that we have
because at one time we were not getting the employees and we feel that offering
health care coverage allows us to get and maintain employees. We also spoke briefly
about grants or matching of grants for next year.
Legislative Actions
It was moved by Mathews, seconded by Vidor to table Resolution 21-2016.
Following vote on the motion is recorded: yea, 5; Gauldin, Gil, Mathews, McVan
and Vidor. Nay, none. Chair declared the motion passed by a 5-0 vote.
Third Reading- Ordinance 24-2016- An Ordinance to appropriate funds for current
expenses and other expenditures of the Village of Shawnee Hills, State of Ohio,
during the fiscal year ending December 31, 2017. It was moved by Mathews,
seconded by Gauldin to adopt Ordinance 24-2016. Following vote on the motion is
recorded: yea, 5; Gauldin, Gil, Mathews, McVan and Vidor. Nay, none. Chair
declared Ordinance 24-2016 adopted by a 5-0 vote.
Third Reading- Ordinance 26-2016- An Ordinance to amend Section 921.03 (Rates
and Charges), repeal Section 921.031 (Sewage Deduct Meters). Amend Sections
921.04(A), (H) and (K) (Billing) and repeal Sections 921.04(J) and (L) (Billing) of
the Codified Ordinances of the Village of Shawnee Hills. It was moved by Gauldin,
seconded by Mathews to adopt Ordinance 26-2016. Following vote on the motion is
recorded: yea, 5; Gauldin, Gil, Mathews, McVan and Vidor. Nay, none. Chair
declared Ordinance 26-2016 adopted by a 5-0 vote.
Bills
It was moved by McVan, seconded by Gauldin to approve the bills in the amount of
$54,504.46. Following vote on the motion is recorded: yea, 5; Gauldin, Gil,
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Mathews, McVan and Vidor. Nay, none. Chair declared the motion passed by a 5-0
vote.
Treasurer’s Report
It was moved by Gauldin, seconded by McVan to approve the following treasurer’s
report:
General
274,001.80
Street
270,815.90
State Highway
13,536.26
Parks and Recreation
2,888.87
PD Body Armor
94.43
Cont. Prof. Training
1,855.00
Drug Law Enf.
224.56
Indigent Drivers
385.84
Enfct. and Education
1,125.85
Court Computer
5,080.52

Fire
94,032.50
Weed
7,262.42
TIF
9,337.00
TIF 2
12,578.54
Veteran’s Mem.
98.97
Sewer Oper.
57,578.54
Sewer Repl. 181,000.00
Storm Sewer
1,661.27
Debt Service 109,587.72

For a total of $1,043,326.29
Following vote on the motion is recorded: yea, 5; Gauldin, Gil, Mathews, McVan
and Vidor. Nay, none. Chair declared the motion passed by a 5-0 vote.
Miscellaneous Business
Council member Mathews said he has only heard from a couple of people on the
trash issue so if you know anybody please have them email one of us to give us some
sort of opinion here because if this is truly just hey we want the lowest dollar amount
so be it but if there is a level of hey we like the service. For feedback one of the calls
I got was what the heck are you doing. We love getting bulk items picked up and not
having to worry about calling in extra.
Adjournment
There being no further business, it was moved by Vidor, seconded by Gauldin to
adjourn until December 12, 2016. Following vote on the motion is recorded: yea, 5;
Gauldin, Gil, Mathews, McVan and Vidor. Nay, none. Chair declared the meeting
adjourned at 8:20 p.m.

_______________________________
Fiscal Officer

__________________________________
Mayor
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